
Classification and Prediction:
Review of Basic Concepts
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Supervised vs. Unsupervised Learning
iSupervised learning (classification)

4We know the class labels and the number of classes

4Supervision: The training data (observations, measurements, etc.) 

are accompanied by labels indicating the class of the observations

4New data is classified based on the training set

iUnsupervised learning (clustering)

4We do not know the class labels and may not know the number of 
classes

4The class labels of training data is unknown

4Given a set of measurements, observations, etc. with the aim of 

establishing the existence of classes or clusters in the data
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iClassification
4predicts categorical class labels (discrete or nominal)
4classifies data (constructs a model) based on the training 

set and the values (class labels) in a classifying attribute 
and uses it in classifying new data

iNumeric Prediction  (Regression)
4models continuous-valued functions, i.e., predicts 

unknown or missing values 
iTypical applications

4Credit/loan approval:
4Medical diagnosis: if a tumor is cancerous or benign
4Fraud detection: if a transaction is fraudulent
4Web page categorization: which category it is

Prediction Problems: Classification vs. 
Numeric Prediction(Regression)
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What Is Prediction/Estimation?
i (Numerical) prediction is similar to classification

4construct a model
4use model to predict continuous or ordered  value for a given input

i Major method for prediction: regression
4model the relationship between one or more independent or 

predictor variables and a dependent or response variable
i Regression analysis

4Linear and multiple regression
4Non-linear regression
4Other regression methods: generalized linear model, Poisson 

regression, log-linear models, regression trees
i Prediction is different from classification

4Classification refers to predict categorical class label
4Prediction models continuous-valued functions
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What Is Classification?
iThe goal of data classification is to organize and categorize 

data in distinct classes
4A model is first created based on the data distribution
4The model is then used to classify new data
4Given the model, a class can be predicted for new data

iClassification = prediction for discrete and nominal values 
(e.g., class/category labels)
4Also called “Categorization”
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Prediction, Clustering, Classification
iWhat is Prediction/Estimation?

4The goal of prediction is to forecast or deduce the value 
of an attribute based on values of other attributes

4A model is first created based on the data distribution
4The model is then used to predict future or unknown 

values
4Most common approach: regression analysis
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Example of Classification Learning
iX (Feature Space): <size, color, shape>

4size Î {small, medium, large}
4color Î {red, blue, green}
4shape Î {square, circle, triangle}

iC = {positive, negative}

iD:

iHypotheses?  circle à positive?     red à positive?

Example Size Color Shape Category/Class

1 small red circle positive

2 large red circle positive

3 small red triangle negative

4 large blue circle negative

D = set of 
training 
examples

C = fixed set of class labels

X = instance language
or instance or feature 
space.
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General Learning Issues(All Predictive Modeling Tasks)
iMany hypotheses can be consistent with the training 

data
iBias: Any criteria other than consistency with the 

training data that is used to select a hypothesis
iClassification accuracy (% of instances classified 

correctly)
4Measured on independent test data

iEfficiency Issues:
4Training time (efficiency of training algorithm)
4Testing time (efficiency of subsequent classification)

iGeneralization
4Hypotheses must generalize to correctly classify 

instances not in training data
4Simply memorizing training examples is a consistent 

hypothesis that does not generalize
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Classification: 3 Step Process
i 1. Model construction (Learning):

4Each record (instance, example) is assumed to belong to a predefined 
class, as determined by one of the attributes
hThis attribute is call the target attribute
hThe values of the target attribute are the class labels

4The set of all instances used for learning the model is called training set
4The model may be represented in many forms: decision trees, 

probabilities, neural networks, ….
i 2. Model Evaluation (Accuracy):

4Estimate accuracy rate of the model based on a test set
4The known labels of test instances are compared with the predicts class 

from model
4Test set is independent of training set otherwise over-fitting will occur

i 3. Model Use (Classification):
4The model is used to classify unseen instances (i.e., to predict the class 

labels for new unclassified instances)
4Predict the value of an actual attribute
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Model Construction
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Model Evaluation
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Model Use: Classification


